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Road map
◦What are additive regression trees?
◦Why Bayesian?
◦BART for causal inference

Regression trees
Building block of BART is regression trees:
◦ Algorithmic partition of data into non-overlapping subsets
◦ Goal is to minimize the variance in the response variable within
subsets
◦ Resulting regression fit is the mean of each subset

Tree fitting example

An example of the construction of a single tree. The data are partitioned first at X = 80, and then at X = 90 among those observations with
X 80. The fit for the tree is the mean of observations that fall in each terminal node (shaded in grey), and is shown as horizontal line
segments on the scatterplot. (from Carnegie & Wu 2020)

Why *Additive* regression trees?
◦ A single regression tree will over-emphasize interactions between
variables and have difficulty finding linear relationships.

Why *Additive* regression trees?
◦ A single regression tree will over-emphasize interactions between
variables and have difficulty finding linear relationships.
◦ Alternative: fit many small trees using a back-fitting algorithm.
◦
◦
◦
◦

Fit a small tree
Get the fitted values from that tree
Subtract fitted values from the observed values of the response
Fit another small tree

◦ Repeat until some number of small trees have been fit.

Caveat: Overfitting
Without some mechanism to control it, any tree-based model can
easily over-fit the data
◦ Boosted regression trees limit tree depth and use shrinkage by multiplying the
fit of each tree by some small constant, chosen by cross-validation
◦ A single tree model might use cross-validation to “prune” branches in the
decision tree that are not robust to removal of a few observations from the
data
◦ BART sets intelligent priors for the depth of each tree and the shrinkage factor

Advantage: Complex response surfaces

From Hill(2011): Left panel is a single binary tree fit to the data, right panel shows true reponse curve, single-tree fit and BART
fit.

The BART model
BART sum-of-trees model: Y = g(z,x; T1, M1) + … + g(z,x; Tm, Mm) + ε = f(z,x) + ε
◦ Tree model (T, M)

◦ T is a binary tree
◦ M = {µ1, µ2, …, µb} is the vector of means in the b terminal nodes of the tree

◦ g(z,x; T, M): value obtained by following observation (z,x) down tree and returning mean for
the terminal node in which it lands
◦ ε ~ N(0, σ2)

BART regularization prior:
◦ Prior preference for trees to be small (few terminal nodes)
◦ Prior shrinking means Mj toward 0
◦ Prior on σ2 suggesting it is somewhat smaller than an OLS regression

Why a Bayesian framework?
◦ Data can overcome assumptions about depth of trees, shrinkage
needed
◦ Number of trees remains as a tuning parameter

◦ Computational benefits from avoiding CV
◦ Embeds what is normally an algorithmic approach in a likelihood
framework to produce coherent uncertainty intervals, unusual for
machine learning approaches

BART and causal inference: why?
Precise modeling of the response surface
◦ More thorough control for confounding than with traditional parametric
models.

Straightforward estimation of causal effects from posterior
distributions
◦ Average treatment effects
◦ Heterogeneous causal effects

◦ Figure from Dorie et al (2019): Results
from a causal inference competition
using automated methods.
◦ All methods from left (excluding Oracle)
to SuperLearner use a nonparametric
method to fit the response surface

Obtaining posterior distributions
1. Set up “test set” of covariates
2. Fit BART on observed covariates and response
3. Compute causal effect of interest from draws of the estimated response for the test set

Obtaining posterior distributions
1. Set up “test set” of covariates
◦ To estimate a SATE: covariates of all observations with treatment set to opposite of observed

2. Fit BART on observed covariates and response
3. Compute causal effect of interest from draws of the estimated response for the test set
◦ To estimate a SATE: compute difference of estimate for observed treatment and counterfactual
treatment (change sign so that difference is treated-untreated). Average across observations for each
draw from the posterior
◦ Can then plot posterior, compute mean and credible interval for ATE

Or use bartCause package in R, which has a wrapper that completes these steps for you!

Ex: Heterogeneous treatment effects

From Carnegie, et.al. (2019): Left: means and 95% credible intervals of posterior distributions for ATE of mindset intervention on
student achievement, for each level of an ordered categorical variable (student expectations for success). Right: posterior
distribution for difference in mean effects between two top levels of future success and the rest. (Simulated data challenge)

Tools for BART modeling
There are a number of R packages that fit BART models:
◦ BayesTree: basic BART model
◦ dbarts: expands to include random effects models and automatic
crossvalidation
◦ bartCause: wrapper functions using dbarts implementation that specifically
target causal inference
◦ treatSens: includes sensitivity analysis methods for BART models

Sensitivity analysis with BART
Figure from Carnegie et al. (2019).

In conclusion
◦ Advantages of machine learning with advantages of formal statistical
inference
◦ Computationally (relatively) efficient
◦ Robust implementation for ease of use
◦ Demonstrated success in causal inference challenges
◦ Tools available to assess sensitivity to unmeasured confounding not captured
by flexible response surface modeling
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